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I. OVERVIEW

PROGRAM: BPT

s

BPT (Build Print Tape) is the last step in the formatting of
catalog cards. .BPT has as input: th formatted records frOm
CUP (Format). The out-put from BPT `is a tar.elpf line images
ready for printing. BPT can also be ruh foil testing purposps

with the card images going' .directly to the I.p device if, senst
..

switch '3' is turned ON. . . 2 "

gtoliw
.

The primary function of BPT is to forint:at each` input record
fron CCFP into.line'images to be printed twb across on the card
ock.: The first half of the run being criAted'on the left side,,
nd,othe second half being prsinted on the right side. .

Secondary functionLilf_BPT include setting up for pack
divider 6ands;ganassetting'up the accofInfing and billing infor-
mation.
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Application PRINT TAPE LAYOUT Date 12/29/172 PagP 1 of j:
.

Drawn. by T, Beckett
, .

PrOpedure

4

C.C.* 48 ../// uYTES' OF TEXT*

.. TEXT*

32 el

A .

31

,,

47

48 149

*TEXT*

57 58

. I.

I

62. 63

L, .
9 blanks 15 char's

,

70.

. of TEXT*

I

t96

.

1
TEXT*

TEXT*

.F,

2_ _ .1.2 1

I q °

I

I
. / .

TDXT - one of the following:

1) lower case w's
2) border
3) blanks
4) card line image

i
.C. ='. one of the following:isr......

t

1) x'40'. -- single space
2) x' F0'& double space

#3I x'bO' triple space
4) x'F1' r 'skip to. channel '1' (toe o card image)
5) x"F3' -- skip to channel '3' (third ine of cardimage)
6) x'n't -- skip to channel '12'- (botto of card-image)
7) x'4E' Overprint of preceding, line

5 char's - one of the fol42.owing:

1) blanks
'2) center control numbei, (on lst'print line)
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OCLC CARD IMAGE PRINT TAPE
.

Record Format = Fixed Blocked
Logical Record Lengthi= 120 bytes
Blcok Size = OS/360 Standard Label
Label = No Label
DenSity = 800BPI

The first character pf each record is thsvertical fonmat
control. The following codes are usel: ill

1) X' 40'- r single space
2) X'FO' = double space
3) X'60' = tripple space
4) X'F1' = skip to'channel '1' (top of-.card image)
5) X'F3,= skip to channel '3' (third line of card image)

. 6) X'C3' = skip to channel 'W2'-(bottom line of card image)
7) X'4E? ,111 overprint of preceeding line--suppress space

At present card images are printed at 8 lines, per inch vertically,
and a maximum ,of 23 lines p#r card. The card dimensions being
75 mm. X 125mm.

All print characters of the record are represented on the IBM
ALA print train. /

A control-number i located on the first printable line of each
card image. It is fiv digi number beginning 59 bytes into
the vecordi It is rig ustied with leading blanks and
sequential from card image '1' to the end.



-PROGRfkM: CCFP

the olio college library center.
: 1314 honer rd. cOlumbus oho um 43212

Record Layout

,File Name CCFP Output Records

. Record Name

Record Type - ( ) Card (X) Tape -( ) Disk ( ).0ther

File Organization Sequential Record-Si4e: 1200 Biodk Size 1200

(;clif:ral Description CCFP OutEut\Records contain formatted lines

and headings and contr1 information necedtary to tort and

build the catalog cards.

ILLLU Hpal.C. MIL, ULOtonlrlIUN 0 O'
.

II '4 f
,..

Block size l'- 2 2 binary'

Reserved 3 - 4 7 X1'0000'

Record length -5 -' 6 2 binary

Reserved 7 - 8 2 '0000'

:,,ort tag 9 - 80 72 va .fable

first tag entry 9 - 13 5 LB DIC

second tag entry 147 5§ 43 v riable

third tag entry 80\57-'57 .
\

24 variable

Output' record number al- 82 2 binary

Logical record number (for spanned
rfcords) '

. 83- 84
.

2

,

binary .

Number 'Of cards this record will
produce 85- 85 1 binary

Number of extra card . 86- 86 1 binary

Card column for zero indention
_

for call numbers 87- 87 1 binary

Card column for zerotP indention
for other text lines - 88- 88 1 binary

Unused 89- 90 2 X'0000'

Pointer to heading paragraph text 91- 92 7 binary

Pointer to first text paragraph 93- 94 2 binary

Pointer t9 continuation policy 95 -'96 2 binary
Continuation line number for text

01 01 1 1:---
on extension cards

lor



Record Layout (COnt).

File 'Name. CCFP Output RecordQ

Record Name

(,-;KAM: CCFP

4

FIELD 'NAME ANDAESCRIPTION
'POSITION

FIELD

LENGTH FORMAT

Billing code -.100 3 EBCDIC
Text paragraphs 101- n variable

(n - 1200,

Each paragraph is neceded by it3 beginni g line niiber and
wtded by a X'FF'. A X'Fi also beeln5 the cal number paragraph
f(illpwed by the call humber eginhing line nAm er, 'thenthe call

rn number text. VFW indicates that a"pne-b
.

value,follows,
then text. X'17:'- denotes` the end of a lin within a paragraph.
X'FC' indicates that the following byte is a di critica .

1- .

t

4e.
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IV. 1 PROGRAM: BPT

IV. FUNCTIQNS

BPT first checks the date and time for this particular
production`rtin using the internal date and time. In the case
of a xerun or late run; the date and time are - input through
the console -by, the operator.' If sense switch #2 is 'OFF' ,

the volume serial' number of. the output tape is reduested.-. --
A new expiration date is created.fof%this tape so that the tape
will not be us,gd again for five working days.

The labeled
,

output tape is then verified. If the output
tape label dqes not match, the operator must either mount
the proper tar4 and continui or abort thejoband begiti again.

For testing purposes, the sense switches- ma}( be set: If
sense switch 2 is 'ON', there will be no.tape output. If
sense switch 3 is 4--ON4--; formatted card image9 will be
printed on the LO devi.Z: If sense switch ,4 is 'ON', the
line images as they appear on tape including overprint lines
will be punted on the LO device. The systillorenter.a
'WAIT'S state if both sense, switch 3 and 4 a urned 'ON'..

The subrOutine RDTA rdads the records from the CCFP
output tape using 2 swing buffers. These 4fikrsfenable main-
line processing-to continue while the recon& aP-e being' read.
As soon as one read is complete in one of the buffers, another
read is initiated in the-second buffer. The first record
read contains a total_card count. This count is divided by
two and used to spool the first half of the production run to
diSk._ The subroutae WRDI move-'the records to a track size-
buffer (5'-+4 bytes). When this buffer cannot hOld mother
eomOlete record, it is written to disk. The second hqlf of
records remain on thetape.

The-mdIn-line processing_blegins at BLDLFT where one
record is read.from the disk using the subroutine itDT.
This subroutine unblocks the records and passes a single
record to the main program. A branch and link is issued to
the subroutine BLDCRD where the actual card image is created.
Then a branch is taken to BLDRT to read and build o record
from the tape. Control is passed from BLDLFT to BL until
all records have been built into card* images. At time,
processing continues at EOJ to set UP the account cans,
billing inforMation, and the final statistics.

The subroutine BLDCRD issues branch instructions to
Feveral subrdutines to_build the card image. LDCPD sets up
the indentions for the text lines and iinitiat6g a branch Qng
link to the subroutine BLDPAR for each paragraph until a
image is formed. The bottom line paragraph is,built
From this tile pack I'.11). is examined. If it is'differoEnt from
the previous pack I.D. the subroutine STARTPK is used to build
a pack divider card. The subroutine SRCHBIL is used to Search/
for the billing-code in the institution.table, INSTITUT. If
the code is not there, it igib.edded at the end of the table.
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PROGRAM: BPT
6

,

T14 card count fdr each billing'code is accumulated fdr
tOJ processing and later monthly billings. If there-is more
than one card needed for a record, the message 'SEE NEXT CARD'
is moved to the line below the heading. After'all the text
lines have been prOoespd, control is passed to the subroutine
FULLCRD. Here the parks are set up if the record is to be'
repeated. Also the condition code 4 is 'set to 0 if the record
is complete, or 1 if another' card ie required for this record.
Control is returned back to BLDLFT.

The subroutine BLDPAR is used to format each_paragraph
of text and set the line switches for each line. There are -

23 line switches associated with each card image. If the line.
switch--itturne4 'ON' (=1), there is text to be printed on
that 1in . If he line switch =2, there is one overpgi.nt,line
associated with fhe e-text line. If the line switch =3.1.there
are two overprint 'lines. Any character that is less than
X'F9' is moved directly to the output buffer. A X'FC' indicates
that the:next dharaCter is a diacritical and a branch is taken
to the subroUtine PICRT. A X' FD' indicates that the next
character is a,tab value and a branch is taken to the subroutine
TAB. A X'FE' indicates an end of line and a branch is taken.
to EOL. A x,r1" indicates an end of.wagraph and a brandh
is taken to EOP where,control.is returned back to BUM.

After one left and one right card haVe beepeetlilt,\the
stabroutirie WRTA writes the line images to ti p< blocking them-
bdtore output. Also this subroutine placeS a control number
on the first tine-image of the card'image pair. ThIS control
number is used pi.imarily .in making production reruns. A
cei-iage'control character is developed for each line image.
rf either the-left or right card image is a start of pack
card then a line of lower case 'w's' is output before the
start of,pack card image. If.sense switch 3 is turned 'ON',
the'rputine WRLO is used to write'the card images on the LO
device. Contripl is returned normally back to BLDRT.

TI
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a



V. GENERAL INFORMATION FLOW

START
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input
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NO
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create new
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Call sub-
routine
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CALL
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RDTA
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Nrecord on
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CALL
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new
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CALL
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new
record YES
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NO
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cards '
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Call >
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WRTA
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INO

Call
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I
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CLOSrTAPE
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statistics
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BLDCRD

CA

Set indefi-
tion =1 rot
bottom line

Call
subroutine

BLDPAR

.
A

1st .

and for NO
this (-; 1

YES 7
sh4g, Call

PACK subroutine

.STARTPK
previous

! card
''YES

sameN
billi#g
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card
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charge to I
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record
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BLOCRD
(cont.)

eaclipe, YES
preseztn ---7--

NO 1-

II'

is set un
this - NO continua-
stcar51, tidn

..,-.

policy
I,

''SfES

'1 ...'

V.6

Call
s- ubroutine

81.,DPAR

Call
.subroutine

t YES ' more
pa ragrap,t1

INO

Call
subroutine

FULLCRD

NO

Call
subroutine I

BI OPAR

-Czlos. to
cont.,

YES

Call
subroutinel

BLDPAR



BLDPAR

line no .

ax. # of
lines

I NO

line
sw. ON

V

-I YES

I -

Pick up 1

character I

NO

Call
subroutine

FULLCRD

set line
switch

increment

FC)
YES line switc

NO

insure a
blank
line.

L

store dia-
critical
iI next
line

aracilNir: YES bump buffer
= 'FD' /' .pointer by

!tab value

1

insure
blank
line

1

2 NYES
.C diacrivsNNZ



BLDPAR
(cont.)

V:8

,//'N _ viiex t Trite,
//-chdractev_YES_ # > max.

= FE
---

N.,... lines

'...

-,,,,,,

char. '....._ YES__
I RETURN )

'',=FF
:

,
,

-2

..............

ND'

'bump pointeir
to. next i

1 line. -,

1

+4.get line
£ insure '

bl. line i

CL/
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---, _S----------
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RDDI read nextf.,any more NO I block of
records in ," I rec'sN. buffer,

,

t I

w

prey. rec.'s-, YES
the last
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i

I NO
return address
f next ree:
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count
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( RETURN

04-

set conditiln
code = 1 RETURN



WRDI

r'l(uffe'rk., YES
11
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NO
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RETURN )
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r"-SS#3 YES
ON ,/'

1N0
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Rao l
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move text
to buffer

move in
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= ON ---.
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move VFC
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;kip line
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WRTA
(cont.) 13
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VI. SOFTWARE INTEREACE\-
.

A. Linkage - Background linkage with OBM.

B. Parameter List Description - none

C. Return Codes - none

D. Other Entry Points - none

E. 'OCLC Subroutines Referenced

TAPEIO
OPENTAPE
CLOSETAFE
LIBSCH
INSI TUT J

MBS

0

I

PROGRAM: BPT
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VII DESCRIPTION .OF SPECIAL STORAGE AREAS, 2WITCHL ANDTABLES

A. Special Storage

DES/e- A 3,312 byte card image buffer. It allows for
48kcharacters across the card and 69 lines
-which accounts for two overprint lines. fore each
of the 23 lines of text.

B. Special Switches

CNTRCNT - 'This switch is used to'keep an internal count
to be used for the center- number. This switch is
incremented-by 1 every time one right and one
left image are complete.

'COUNT -'This switch is used to keep an internal count of
the number of cards for a particular record. When
the record is finished, COUNT i reinitialized to '0'.

DEoDSW - This switch is set to 11Ywhen the efid of data
has been reached on disk. It is set to '0' at all
times.

DTCRTSW -.This switch is used as a counter for the number
of diacriticals associated with a cWaracter. Only
two diacriticals are allowed.

FRSTCRD When this -,witch is set to '0', the first card
4 for this record is not finished. It is set to '1'

when the card is finished.

EODSW - This switch is set to 11' when the last block of
records has been read from disk.

LNSW.- This switch is used to indicate whether or not a
particular line-of the card image buffei- is to be
printed. There are 23 line switches, one associated
with each possible-line of t(Ixt. The four possible
line switch values

Value 'Ind' on

= 0 line is not to be minted
1 line is to be printed

= 2 line is to be printed and has
1 diacritical line associated
with it .

3 line is to be printed as has two
diacritical lines asso6iated
with it

LRDSW - This is the left read switch. When it iS set to
'1', a new record is not needed because the previous
record is not yet finished. When it is set to '0',
the previous record is finished, and a new record is
to be read from disk.
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LWSW - This is the left 'W' switch.' When it i!; set to
'1', the card on the left is an account card urk a
pack divider card andis to have a row of W's
printed aopers-§ihe top.

MIDSW - This switch is set to '1' f the last paragraph of
this record ended in mid.point and is to be completed
before the next paragraph in ntArted.

NFFEE - This switch is used to indicate the number of
output buffers that, are free in the subroutine'WRLO.

OPSW - This switch is used in three subroutines to indicate
whether or not the device is open and to keep an
internal count of Ihe transactions on that device.
It is used in WRDI to test the disk, in WRLO to
test the LO device, and-in RDTA to test the tape.
If JPSW is greater than '0', the device is open.

RPTS - This switch is used to keep an internal, count of
the number of repeat recor17-that,have,been processed.

RTRDSW - This is the right read switch. When it is set
to '1' a new record is'not needed because the previous
record is not yet finished. When it is set to '0',
the previous record is finished and a new record is
to be read from tape.

FWSW - This is the right 'W' switch. When it is set to '1',
the card on the right is an account card or a pack
divider card and is to have a row of W's pyinted
across the top.

SPACESW - This switch is used to keen count rf the number
of lines to skip between lines of text. For each
line switch that is turned 'OFF', SP ESW .is incre-
mented by 1. If SPACESW is greater an 3 when a
line switch is found SON', a fake tr ple space
is required. After a line is moved tp the output
buffer, SPACESW is re-initialized to '0'.

TAPEOPEN - This switch is set to '0' if the previous write
to tape is complete and the tape is free. This is
set in the subroutine WRTA.

TEODSW - This switch is set to 'I''when the end of data
is reached on tape. It is net to 'fl' at all
other times.

TXTN - This L;witch in turned 'ON' when A line of text is
Tas,-..ed to iihDPAP. TXTSW i turned 'OFF' t()r -hP
bottom line, the pack 1.9. covd1:, and Th heading
Ticirdrraph

WSW - This switch is set in the subroutine g,TARTPK
indicate to the main-line program_t_bdt a row of
'w's' are to be printed across the top of the
'current image.
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#BLKS - This switch is used to keep an ,internal -count of
the number of blocks written to disk.

#EXTRACR - This switch i u:,ed to keep an internal count
of the number of extra cards for the entire run.
An extra hard is considered an account cart or a
ipack I.D. card.

C. Specii es

MONTBL - Thi-s a tablt, o valid three-letter codes for
the "month- 'of the ar. This table is used to
verify th- operat rs time and date key-in. If the
mo h entere the console is not in this table,

operator is requested to input the informatioh
agai

ACCTAB - This is a 128 word table which contains 256 half-
word entries. Each entry corresponds to a particular
billing code. The total number of cards produced
for an institution is charged to its appropriate
entry in ACCT".;:.

ERRTBL - This is a table of error messages. Each message
has a two -word entry in this table. The first word
is the address of the message and the second word
is the length in words of the message.
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APPENDIX A

OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

1. Computer - Xerox Sigma

PROC,RAM: PPT

2. I/O Devices - Two 9 track tape drives, line printer,
hard reader/punch

3. Operting System - OBM

4. Execution Time - denend:; on number of input record's,
approximately

5. Run schedule -- daily

46. Job Control Language

!JOB ONLINE, BUILDPT
tIMG002A F2

IPAU DISMOUNT 1st SCRATCH TAPE FROM Ti & MOUNT.
LABELED PRINT TAPE, RING TN
!IMG002A El
!PMD
!BPT
!MES DISMOUNT TAPE FROM TI, PULL RINC, SUBMIT TO LRCC
!STD (C,D6,ADDHOLDS)
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APPENDIX B

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

1. Console Messages

PROGRAM:RPT

!!PAU - DISMOUNT 1st SCRATCH FROM Ti F. -MOUNT

LABELED PRINT TAPE, RING IN

RESPONSE:. Mount tape as drected

'ENTER OUTPUT TAPE 'VOL SER NO.'

RESPONSE: enter the number requested

'IS TODAYS TIME/DATE CORRECT FOR TUTS RUN,
YES - ENTER 'C', NO - ENTER 'HH:MM MON DD,'YY'

RESPONSE: a) 'C'

b) enter time and date
example: '12:30 12 13,'72'

cs

!!MES DISMOUNT TAPEFROM Ti, PULL RING,
SUBMIT TO LRCC

RESPONSE;' none

!!PAU DISMOUNT.2nd SCRATCH TAPE FROM TQ

RESPONSE: Dismount tape as directed

2. Programmed Abnormol Completion

QPT will terminate abnormally via a CAL1,9 1 (EXIT)
Under the following conditions. The message printed.
out and reason are included Pn each case.

MESSAGE

El - UNABLE TO
LOCATE MID POINT

E2 UNLNED OPTIoN
CODE

ca

E3 CHARCTER OVERLAY
IN CARD IMAGE

REASON

Two possible reasons:
1) one record Cannot have more than

99 continuation cards.

2) an end (SA file was encountered
on the input tape tlefore half bf
the record!: were spooled to disk.

Unused 'at moment.

The character in the image
must be a blank before the text
character' is moved in.
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- nono

4. Paramot-r Ca/& P.quired - none

Example of Ontp,it - next-page

V
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e" the oho callegc library center.
ST. 1314 Innen rd. -4 columbus oho 7 43212

Record Layout

File Name BPT PUNCHED GJTPUT

Record Name BILLING INFORMATION

Record Type (X) Card ( ) Tape ( ) Disk ( ) Other

File _Organization SEQUENTIAL Record Size .80 5lock Size UNBLOCKED

General Description A card entry of 15 bytes is punched for each

institution producing cards.

FIELD
tit-LI) M U M . MAU ULJLAIrALUN 1- TIM 1 Ti UN LENGTH 1'U MAT

Billing Code 1-3 . 3 ALPHA

Transaction Code '2' . 4 1 ,ALPHA-NUMER

Date of Charge 5-10 6 ALPHA-NUMER

# of cards charged 11-15 5 ALPHA-NUMER
4

4O.

\

.

.

.'
k ,

-

\
, \

C

C
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APPENDIX C

DETAIEED.DESCRIPTTO.N OF IOTERNAL

81117AROUTINE

BLDCRD
,BLDPAR
BLNKLINE
BORDERL

L

ELT
FULLCRD
MOVELINE'
RDDI
RDTA-
SRCHBIL
STARTPE
TAB i
WRDI
WW.0
WRTA

SUBROUTINES

PAGE

VIII.5
V111.9 ,

VIII.8
V1II.10
VIII.6
VIII.P
VIII.8
VIII.8
VIII.9

t_ ViII.8

VIII.7
VIII.6
VIII.10
VIII.B
VI11.6
VIII.10
VIII.?

1-

I
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This routine is used to builu the card image and move
it to the card image buffer. The bottom line for the card
is built first. This is accomplished by setting up the zero
indentation for the bottom line, s4etting up the number of
lines Dcr card, and issuino A branch and link instruction to
RLDPAR..

On the firgt_ card for each record, the pack I.D. and
the billing code are checked. It the current pack I.I. does
not match that of the previous record, a branch is issued to
the subroutine S'ARTPK to insert a new pack divider card.
If the billing code, does not equal that of the previous record,
a branch and link is issued to the subroutine SRCHBIL te) lo-
cate the new billing code: The number of cards for this
record is then computed and billed accordingly.

It 'r: than one card is required the message 'SEE
NEXT CARD' is moved, to the bottom line. The card number is
also moved into the line below the heading.

Each paragraph 0$ text'is then nroc ssed in turn by
issuino a branch and link to the subroutin_ RLDPAR. After
the line has been processed, a branch i s issued to
FULLCRD.

The linkage register is R7. The o)ndition code is set
to 0 if the record is complete. If the record is not complete,
the condition cede is set to 1 .to prohibit another read.
l\k_gister, 2 - 8 are u:,ed.
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This routine is used to conyert numeric byte stings to
their decimal equivalent. The field to be converted'is passed
in R8 and the result is left in the three word buffer pointed
to by- R9% The buffer contains the converted number with
leading blanks. The linkage register is,R7. Registers 073
and 7,8, and 9 are used. None of the reg i n terra are destroyed.

SRCHBIL This routine is used to search for the billihp code in
the institutuion_table called INSTITUT located on the pub-lib.
The billing code is passed in'R8. BPTassigns a key to each
institution code in the table INSTITUT. BPT then alphabetically
sorts these keys. SRCHBIL performs a binary search on INSTITUT
using these sort keys as an index.

If the billing code is not in INSTITUT, the added entry
table is searched. If the code is not in this table either, it
is added at the, end of the second table. If there are already
five added entried in the second table, no more codes are
added, the cards are, not billed,and an error message is printed.
In either case; a warning message is-printed declaring that
the billing,code"is not in the INSTITUT table.

The condition code is set to '1' if the cards were not
billed, otherwise the condition bode is 0.., The linlcage register
is.R7. Registers 2,3,7,8, and 9 are used. R2 and R3 are
destroyed.

WRDI

RDDI

This routine isused to write the first half 01 the input
records onto disk and block the reocrds to track size (6144 bytes).
Upon entry, R1 has the word address of the buffer where the
record is after being read' from the input tare (RDTA). WRDI
moves the record to a buffer that has a maximum size of 6144
bytes. The residual byte count is adjusted, the buffer address
for the next move is set up and control returns with a condition
code of '0'. Upon subsequent entries to WRDI, if the entire
new record will not fit in the remaining area of the buffer,
a CAL3,0 is issued to write the contents of the entire buffer
on disk. Then this new record is moved to t,he cleared buffer.
After the last record h been writte94 the open switch, OPSW,
is turned off and cant l is returned, with a condition code of
'1'.

The liqage register is R7. R1 enters with the word
addre'ss of the buffer. Registers 1-5, 7, and 8 are used. All
are destroyed except Fl and R7.

This-routine*is used to read the first half of the input
recordsthat were spooled off onto disk. RDDI first checks to
see if there are any more recorcis in the output buffer. If
not, the routine RDTRK will issue a CAL,3,0 and read one entire
block of records into the buffer which is 6144 byte'l. RDDI then

(:*N

turns the word address of the next record in Rl. The byte
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count of the buffer is decrement, the condition code is
normally set to 0 and control is returned. If the previous
record was the last one, the condition code is set to 1.

The linking register is .R1. The word address of the
record is returned in Rl. Registers 1,2,3,7, and 8 are used.
R8 is destroyed.

This routine is used to read the input records (CCFP out-
-15-6-i records) from tape. The I/O is accomplished using two
swing buffers so that'ma:in line prcoescing can continue: Upon
entry to RDTA, the free buffer is found. A branch and link is
issued to the external subroutine TAPEIO where the read is
initiated using th:.s free buffer. The address of the othei"
buffer is returned in Rl. This buffer contains the record from
the previous read The condition code is normally set to 0
and control is returned. On end of file, the condition
code is set to 1.

The lim:age register is R7. Registers 1,4,6,7,8,10
and 11' are used. -The address of the record is returned in
Rl. 'All other registers are destroyed except R6 and'R7.

This routine. is used tom_write the formatted card images
on the output tape. If sense-twitch 2 is 'ON', no output
is required and control is returned with condition code = 0.
If sense switch 3 is 'ON', output goes to the line.printer
and a branch is taken to WRIA2LP.

*

If all nse switches ai'e''OFF', the 'W' switches
(LWSW.and RWSWT are tested. If either switch =1, a row of 'W's'
is moved to the top of tha card. Normally, the switch will be
turned on only for pack divider cards and account cards.

The routine CN is used to mo,,e in the center number.

The first three line switches are then tested to locate
the first line of text. If line switch 1 is 'ON', the vertical
format character '1' (skip to Channel 1 --top of cand) is
moved into the first byre of the line. If line switch 2
is 'ON', a skip to Channel I character is moved into the first
byte-and a blank line is then moved in. This effictively
starts printing on line 2. If 'line switch 3 is 'ON', the
vertical format character '3' (skip to Channel 3 -- 3rd line
of card image) is moved into the first byte. If all three line
switches are 'OFF', the next text line begins with the fake to
Channel 4: A branch and link is then issued to MOVELINE.

All the other line switches are then tested in turn. When
one is found 'ON's tje spacing switch is tested (SPACESW).
If SPACES', =0, a blank- is moved into the first byte to indicate
single spacing. If SPACESW =1, a zero is moved into the first
brte to indicate double spacing. If SPACEN =2, a dash is
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moved into the firSt byte to indic to triple spacing. If more
than three spaces are required, a iple space charcter is
used instead.. When the bottom line is found, the control character
is a 'C' (skip to Channel 12 -- bottom line of card image).
After the control character has been moved, a branch and
link is issued to MOVE1INE%

At WRTA2LP, the text line is moved to a buffer. The
address of the buffer is in R8 and the number of characters to
write is in R9. -A branch and link i,, issued to WRLO.

The linkage register is R7. All reristers are used except
Fl and R2. None. of the registers are destroyed.

TIOVELINE This routine moves a line of text, after the vertical
format control character has been inserted, to one of two out-
put buffers.' When the buffer is full (1800 words), a branch
and link is issued to TAPEIO to write-the contents of the
buffer tape.

If sense switch 4 is 'ON', a branch taken to PRISETUP.
From here, a branch and link is issued.to WRLO to write thirty
words on the LO device.

The linkage register is R7. R6risters 1-12 are used.
None of thp registers are destroyed. ,

BLNKLINE This routine is used to assure that a line image is
blank before moving in the text. Twelve words of blanks are
moved into both the left and right record buffers. The linkage
register is F7. RegiSterS 5,7;8, and 9 co'e used. R5 is
destroyed.

EOP

TAB

EOL)

.Thit routine is used whenever a X'FF' is found in a text
paragraph. This indicatesthat the end of the.paragraph has
been reached. The condition code is set to 0 and control
returns back to BLDCRD. The linkage reriter is F7.

This routine is used whenever,aX'PD' is found' in a text
paragraph. Tlis indicates that the value following the X'FD' is
to be used as a tab value. The pointer to the output buffer is
to be incremented by this value. Control is returned back to
LOOP3.

This routine is used when a X' FE' is encountered within
a text paragraph. This is to indicate an end of line and the
pointer to the output buffer is bumped to the next line. The
line switch for this new line is turned 'ON' and' as branch and
link' is issued to BLNKLINE. Control is returned b ck to BLDPAR.
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If the next line will be the last line of text on the
'card (not the bottom line), the condition code is set to 1
and control is returned back to BLDCRD.

1

DICRT This routine is used when ,a X'FC' is encountered within
text paragraph. This indicates that the next character is

a diacritical and is tobe placed in the overprint line. The
current line switch is incremented by 1 to indicate the presence
of the diacritical and the diacritical switch, DICRTSW, is
incremented by 1. If there is another diacritical following
this one, the line switch and the diacritical switch are
incremented by 2. Any more diacriticals for this character
are ignored. The diacritical is then moved to the card image
buffer. in the. overprint line. The diacritical switch is
returned back to BLDPAR.

BLDPAR This is a subroutine used by BLDCRD in which one
paragraph is built and moved to a buffer. Upon entry, R2
must have the byte address of the current paragraph.

First the mid paragraph switch, MIDSW, is tested.
If it is 'ON', the last paragraph ended in mid point'and it is
tobe finished. Otherwise, the second byte of the paragraph
is tested.- The first byte of the paragraph is the line
number. If the send byte is a XIFFI, this indicates that
the call number folfiEws. The zero indention for the call /

number is set up and processing continues.

If this Aire number is greater than 23, a branch is
taken to FULLCARD.

Next the line switch on the card image buffer is
tested to be sure that it is turned 'UN'. Each character
is then tested and moved to the card image buffer in sAccession.
If the character is X'FA' or X'FBI, an error message is
printed and a CAL1,9 1 (EXIT) is issued. If the character
is a x'Fc', a branch is taken to DICRT. If the character.is
a X'FD', a branch is taken to TAB. If the character is a
X'FE', a branch is taken to EOL. If tho chA racier is a X'FFI,
a branch is taken to LOP, where control returns to BLDCRD.

The linkage register is R7. Registers 2-9 are used. At
exit, R2 is the byte address of the last byte nrocessed. All
other registers are destroyed.

FULLCRD This routine is used to set up the parms if this record
is to be repeated, set the condition codes, and return. If
the record is complete, the count of cards for this record
and the number repeats are cleared. The condition code
is set to 0 and control is returned had 1- HLDLFT or BURT.
If the record is not complete, the condition code 1 :; set to 1
and control is returned hack to BLDCRD. The address of the last
byte processed (iii) , ,:aved at loPatioh TEXT.

, ,ind 7 art'
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BORDER This routine is used to set up the OCLC border and hole
alignment on the pack divider cards and the account cards.
If all the line switches are not turned on, they are set for

.the initial print. For each line where the switch was not on,
the routine BLNKLINE insures that the line is initially all
blank. The characters 'OCLC' are then repeatedly mOVed into
the top and bottom lines and down each side. Six character
'O's are used to indicate the proper hole alignment.

Linkage to this routine is through R7. Register. 3
through register 8 are used and RB is destroyed.

SRTPK -This subroutine is used to set UD the start of pack cards.
A branch and link is initiated to the subroutine BORDER.
STARTPK DiCks up the pack identification from the location
PACKIDX and moves it to the card image location. The address
of the card image location is Passed in DEST. The center

number is picked up from CNTRCNT. A branch and link
is initiated to the subroutine CVD to convert the center count
number to decimal format and m9ye it to the carts image. The
time and date for this run are picked up from TIME and moved
to the card image. The,message 'START OF PACK' is,then moved.
The switch WSW is set to inidcate that a line of W's are to oe
printed across the card. A branch is taken to NOTDONE to
.indicate that the previously read record has not been processed.
Registers 1-9 are used and all are destroyed.

WRLO This subroutine is used -Co write the card images one line
t a time to the M:LO device. This routine expects the word

address of the text line to be in R8 and the number of words
to be written to be in R9. Nothing is written if the value
in R9 is lesc., than 0 or greater than 33.'_

The switch NFREE is used to indicate the availability of .

one or both of the buffers. If neither of the buffers are
ready, a branch and link is initiated to TLO where CAL1,l is
issued to wait for the I/O. When a buffer is fodh4rfree, the
text is moved 10 words at a time. NXTIN is -then set with the'
address of the next available buffer and NFREE is decremented
by 1. A branch and link is theh initiated to TLO. R7 is
used as the linkage register.

At TLO, a CAL1,1 is initiated to check the status of the
I/O. If the LO device is busy, the condition code is set to 1
and control is returned back to the calling routine. A CALI,'
is issued to write the text line to the LO device. NXTOUT is
then set with the address of the next available buffer and NFREE
is incremented by 1. control is returned to WRLO through R7.

Pegi',te, 4 and b-10 are 11',(:d and aLl ,,xcopt R7
are destroyed. The linkage register P7.
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APPENDIX D

*ADDITIONAL SUBROUTINE DOCUMENT/MON
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FUNCTIONS

SUBROUTINE: TAPE10

TAPETO 'a genera purpose inpWoutput subroutine which
performs. the following functions depending on a function
code passed from the calling program.

}'UNCTION CODE FUNCTION

I

X'001
01

READ
WRITE

02 READ REVERSE
03 WEOF
04
05

SKIP ONE RECORD FORWARD
SKIP ONE RECORD BACKWARD

. 06 SKIP ONE FILE FORWARD
07
08

SKIP ONE FILE BACKWARD
REWIND (ONLINE)

09 UNLOAD

TAPEIO sets up the FPT to be used in IOEX CAL2 from
rameters passed by the calling program. If the function
quired .does not involve data transfer (in the range of
es 3-9), the only parameters needed by TAPEIO are the

fu ction code, the_ unit address, and an event word. If
data transfer is to be performed (codes 0,1,2), TAPEIO
mitl also have the address of a buffer and ti, length of the
data to 'be read or written. Upon entry to TAPEIO, general
register 1 should be pointing to a user-defiaed work area _
on a double word boundary.

if the function to be performed involves data transfer
or is a WEOF, two function parameter tables (FPT's) are
set up. The -first FPT is for the operation requested; the
second is used to sense the device status in the event the
requested operation does not end normally. For non-data
transfer functions, only one FPT is constructed.

TAPEIO contains its own end action routine, STDEA.
STDEA uses the Test Device (TDV) status returned by the IOEX
CAL2 to determine the end action required. If the I/O
operation terminated normally, the first byte of the event word
in the first FPT is set to X'80' and control ip returnedi.
If the operation ended abnormally, the TDV status is
interrogated more closely to determine the exact result of
the operation.

A table of TDV status values and their meanings follows:
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TDV STATUS EXPLANATION

0200 NORMAL TERMINATION BEYOND END
OF TAPE

0400 NORMAL TERMINATION AT BEGINNING
OF TAPE

887E NORMAL TERMINATION
000E y IOP ERROR
0010 MEMORY ADDRESS ERROR
2000 WRITE PROTECT VIOLATION:
1000 END OF FILE
8000 DATA OVERRUN
0800, NON-CORRECTABLE READ ERROR
0040 TRANSMISSION DATA ERROR
0020 TRANSMISSION MEMORY ERROR

A TDV status of 'B87E' initiates the return of a normal
completion code (4'80') to the user. If the status is '1000',
an end'of file indication is returned. If the TDV status is
'000E', '0010', or '2000', the error is not attributed to the I/O
device; and no retry is attempted. If the status is one of the
last four in the table, the retry count is interrogated. The
retry count is arbitrarily set in TAPEIO to ten for data transfer
operations (ftinction codes 0-2) and WEOF (code 3) and is set to zero
for non-data operations (codes 4 -9). If the retry count for this
operation is zero, an abnormal return code is posted, and control
is returned to the calling projram. If the retry count is greater
than zero, retry procedures are initiated based on the/type of
I/O function that was attempted.

If the status is '0200' or '0400', a code is returned to
indicate the position of the tape.

if the operation was a READ and the error is correctable
(TDV status of '8000', 1'0040', o1 '0020!), the second FPT is pulled
from the work area and used to sense the device. If the sense
does not take, an unconditional backspace and retry are initiated;
otherwise STDEA will alternately backspace, or forward space (de-
pending on whether the READ was forward or reverse), sense, retry,
and sense until either the retry count is zero or the I/O opera-
tion has been performed. If the retry count reaches zero before
the operation has been terminated normally, the condition code
returned is the result of the last retry.

If the operation was a READ but the error was deClared non-
evrectable (TDV status '0800'), STDEA initiates an unconditional
retry. It bOkspacet, or forward spaces if the operation was
READ REVERSE,and attempts to READ again. The TDV status is
interrogated after each retry of the READ. If the error status
becomes correctable before tlie retry count is zero, STDEA will
initiate sensing of the device and the correctable READ error
procedure. In any case, retry continues until the operation is
completed normally or the retry count reaches zero. If the
retry count becomes zero before the operation has terminated
normally the condition code returned is the result of the last retry.
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If the operation was a WRITE or WEOF, STDEA automatically
backspaces, senses, and attempts the oper4tion again. This
procedure continues until the I/O is complete or the retry
count Ls zero. If the retry count reaches zero before the
operation has been terminated normally, the condition code
returned is the result of the last retry.

At its alternate entry point, TAPEWAIT, TAPEIO checks
for completion of an I/O operation performed by TA4'EIO. If
the event is not complete TAFTWAIT issues a CAL2,9 0 to wait
for completion. When the event is posted complete, the
status is interrogated. If the completion is normal (X'80'),
control is returned to the return address plus one. If the
completion is abnormal (000') control is returned at the
return address. In either case BYTEO of the event word is
returned in bits 24-31 of R8. .
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SUBROUTINE: TAPEIO

SOFTWARE INTERFACE

A. LINKAGE

The calling sequence for TAPE10 is as follows:

LI,R1 WORKAREA
LI , R8 pARmn
BAL,R7 TAPEIO

Where WORKAREA is a 16-word storage area aligned on
a doubleword boundary.

B. PARAMETER LIST DESCRIPTION

For function codes 0, 1, 2

WORD 0 FUNCTION DEVICE ADDRESS-\

WORD 1 BA (BUFFER)

WORD 2 BYTE COUNT

WORD 3 EVENT STATUS
,1

For functions 3-9

WORD 0 FUNCTION' DEVICE ADDRESS

WORD I EVENT STATUS

C. RETURN CODES

-NORMAL COMPLETION: EVENTWORD BYTE 0 = X'80'
BYTE 1 = X'001

ABNORMAL COMPLETION: EVENT WORD BYTE 0 = X'CO'l
BYTE.1 = XX - ODE INDICATING
NATURE OF ABN RMAL COMPLETION.

Possible event words for abnormal completion and their
meanings are listed below: 1



EVENT WORD

0001

'CO02

CODA
C009
C008
COG3
C007
C004

C005

C006

C000
C0013

For code,;.000
attempted. For
if the function

SUBROUTINE:TAPEIO
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A

TDV STATUS

0200

0400

000E
0010
,2000
1000
8000
0800

0040

0020

0-0003 and C008-COOB, no retry
codes C004-0007, retry hus bee
was a data transfer or WEOF.

.D. OTHER ENTRY POINTS
TAPEWAIT

E.' pax SUBROUTINES REFERENCED - none

F. OCLC PROCEDURES REFERENCED - none

,

MEANING

NORMAL TERMINATION
BEYOND END OF TAPE
MARKER
NORMAL TERMINATION
AT BEGINNING OF TAPE

IOP ERROR
MEMORY ADDRESS ERROR.
WRITE PROTECT VIOLATION
END OF FILE
DATA OVERRUN
NON-CORK iCTABLE READ
ERROR

TRANSMISSION DATA
ERROR

TRANSMISSION MEMORY
ERROR

UNIT UNRECOGNIZED
SOFTWARE MOR

has been
n attempted only
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-4

SOFTWARE INTERDICE (TAPEWAIT)

A. LINKAGE

LI,R8 PARMS
BAL,h7 TAPEWA1T

B. PARAMETER LIST DESCRfPT1ON

same as for TAPEIO

C. RETURN CODES:

BYTE 0 of the user provided ET IT WORD is returned in
bits 24-31 of R8

D. OTHF2 ENTRY POINTS - none
4

E. OCLC SUBROUTINES REFERENCED A- none

F. OCLC PROCEDURES REFERENCED - none
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WBROUTINE: LIBSCH

..,

FUNCTIONS:
i

This subroutine contains the table of all holding libraries.
Upon entry, R1 contains the three letter holding library code
with a zero high byte. When this code is found in the table,
the institution code and the Cataloging library code are returned
in R2.

b

r

.

---
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.SUBROUTINE : LIBSCH

SOFTWARE INTERFACE

A. Linkage

The calling sequence is:

LW,R1 PACKID
SLS,R1 -8
BAL,R0 LIBSCH

Parameter List Description - none

C. Return Codes - none

D. Other Entry Points - none

)et lib rode
insure zero in high byte

. OCLC Subroutines Referenced - none

F. OCLC Procedures Referenced

TCOM - This procedure generates a two-word entry
for the library table. The first word contains
t-e holding library code. The next half-word
contains the institution code. The next half-
word contains the cataloging library-code.

(Th
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FUNCTIONS:

ft

PROGRAM: 8PT
. SUBROUTINE: INSTITUTIONS

The subroutine INSTITUTIONS contains the directory of all
'the institution codes. It also contains the text that appears mr

on the screen as the cataloging source.

The string control word (SCW) is passed back. SCW is a
double -word with the condition code in the first byte. The
next tdelve bits contain the maximum Angth of the text and
the-next sixteen bits contain the actual length of the text
string. The second word contains the byte address of the
text. The length and the byte address of the text are set up
:n the table INNT. The table INCT contains the three-letter
code for each institution.

Two words are also returned at locationlINSTITUT and
INSTITUT + 1. The first word contains the address of the
first word of the table INNT, which is the kize of the table.
The second word contains the address of the table INCT.

ti

4
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SOFTWARE INTERFACE

A. Linkage - none

B. Parameter List Description - none

C. Return Codes - none /

D. Other Entry Points - none

E. OCLC Subroutines Referenced - none

PROGRAM: BPT
SUBROUTINE: INSTITUTIONS

F. OCLC Procedures Referenced
5

:INN - This procedure generates a double-word
word. The first word is generated by +he pro-
cedure SCW. The second word is the byte address
of the text string to be displayed on the terminal.

SCW - This procedure generates one word, the first
bit of which contains a '4' to be used as a condi-
tion code by the program CAT. The next twelve bits
contain the maximum length of the text. The next
sixteen bits contain the actual Length of the text.

Example 1:

In BPT, the institution table is used to check billing codes.

CW,R3 *INSTITUT
This instruction will compare the contents of R3 with the
contents of INSTITUT which is the length of the table INNT.

Example 2

LW,R5 *INSTITUT + 15 R2
This instruction win_ load into R5 the institution code
from the table INCT.
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PRO61 BPT
SUBRQUTI : OPENTAPE

VI1T.22

I. FUNCTION

AI
The subroutine OPENTAPE is used to verify the standard

OS/350 tape label on the output print tape. OPENTAPE also
updates the expiration date on the tape label. if the tape
,label does not begin with the characters 'VOL 1', a mesrage
is printed to the console. If the operator responds wish a
'C , the tape is rewound and a read is tried again, otherwise
the condition code is set to '1' and the job is aborted. If
the volume serial number input by the operator through the
console does riot match that on the tape',' a message is printed
on the console. If the operator replies 'C', the tape is
rewound and a read is tried again, otherwise, the condition
code is set to '1', and the job is.aborteS. The expiration
date on the tape is checked against the current date (or
the date input by the operator inthe case of re-runs). If
the tape is not expired, a message,is written on the operators
console. If the operator responds processing is continued
and the date is ignored. Otherwise the job is aborted. The'
new expiration date that was passed in the parameter list.is
written in.the header on the tape. The condition code is
set to '0' and control is returned through R15.

4

-T!



II. SOFTWARE INTERFACE

A. Linkage

The calling sequence

LI,R4
BAL,R15
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

#0TPARMS
OPENTAPE
OUTUNIT
WORKAREA
VOLSER
DS#
INQUT
DS NAME
EXPDATE
RECFM
BLKSZ
OLRECL
CONCODE

PROGRAM: BPT
SUBROUTINE: OPENTAPE

VIII.2 3

is:

Output unit
workarea
volume serial
data set number
displacement
data set name
expiration date
record format
output block size
output record length
condition code

Where #OTPARMS is-he number of parameters passed:

B. Parameter List Descption

The parametei,s are passed as described above.

C. Return Code:

Condition Code = 0 for normal return.

Condition Code = 1 for abnormal return.

D: Other Entry Points:

CLOSTAPE

E. OCLC Subroutine Referencpd -

F. OCLC Procedures Referenced -

none

none
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/
I. FUNCTIONS

9

VIII.24

PROGRAM: BPT
SUBROUTINE: CLOSTAPE

The subroutine CLOSETAPE is used to verify the OS/360
standard trailer label. CLOSETAPE puts the double tape mark
at the end 01 the print tape.

II. SOFTWARE INTERFACE

A. Linkage

The calling sequence is:

LI,R14 #CPARMS
BAL,R15 CLOSTAPE
DATA WORKAREA workarea A

DATA #BLAKS no. of physical blocks
DATA CONCODE condition code

Were #CPARMS is the number of parameters Passed.

(
B. Parameter List Description

.
The parameters are passed as described above.

i-,

C. Return Codes

Condition Code n 0 for normal return
= 5 for I/n error
= 6 for EOT on
= 7 tape not opened or invalid workarea
= 8 trailer labels were not located

D. Otner Entry Points - none

E. OCLC Subroutine= Referenced - none

F. OCLC Procedures Referenced - none


